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Reverse Electrodialysis (RED) is one of the most promising technologies to convert salinity gradient chemical
energy into electricity. RED units are traditionally operated with natural streams as river water and seawater
thereby limiting the spread of the technology in sites far from coastal areas. Aim of the present work is that of
exploring and expanding feed possibilities for RED systems by employing waste streams. Thus, an
experimental study was performed by testing, for the first time, a Reverse Electrodialysis (RED) unit fed with a
high salinity wastewater originated in a fish canning factory, and a low salinity wastewater from a sewage
treatment plant. Uninterrupted, long duration experiments were carried out to evaluate time-evolution of the
key electrical parameters. Power output was monitored over time along with pumping losses and electrical
resistance. The effect of chemical backwashing was analysed in order to assess process maintenance.
Results showed that fouling issues have a crucial impact on process performance and should be properly
addressed before operating RED units fed by waste streams.

1. Introduction
In the framework of Salinity Gradient Power (SGP) technologies, Reverse ElectroDialysis (RED) is one of the
most promising (Gurreri et al. 2016; Straub et al. 2016). In RED, two solutions of different salt concentration
are fed into a series of alternate compartments, the one fed by the low salinity solution, the other by the high
salinity solution. Compartments are separated by anion and cation exchange membranes alternatively piled to
form a stack. Selective ion transport from the concentrate compartment to the dilute one across the
membranes allows to generate an ionic current, which is eventually converted into electric current by means of
suitable red-ox reactions occurring within the end electrodic compartments closing the stack.
Several options for the feed solutions are possible. Natural streams were first considered as a potential source
of salinity gradient, such as: river water and seawater (Veerman et al. 2010) or concentrated brines and
brackish waters (Tedesco et al. 2016, 2017). Another alternative is the use of suitable selected solutes and
solvents in closed loop arrangement of SGP technologies, where the partially mixed solutions exiting from the
SGP unit can then be regenerated by means of a thermally driven regeneration step. For instance, water
solutions of thermolytic salts are among the most investigated in SGP heat engines (Bevacqua et al., 2016;
Tamburini et al., 2016). A nascent, still less explored alternative is the use of different industrial wastewaters
as feed solutions. In fact, in several different scenarios, waste streams to be disposed can actually represent a
very effective source of salinity gradient to be exploited before the natural mixing with the receiving water body
occurs (Lefebvre and Moletta 2006). In this sense, little is known about the behaviour of a RED unit fed with
wastewaters. Recently, Wang et al. (2017) proposed a hybrid RED/Electrodialysis (RED/ED) process, where
the RED stage is devoted to concentrating a waste, which is then recovered in the ED stage.
In the present work a high salinity waste brine from a fish processing factory and a low-salinity water from a
sewage Membrane Bio Reactor (MBR) treatment plant were selected as feed solutions for a testing on a
laboratory-scale RED unit. Two long-runs were performed, one using real wastewaters and another with
artificial NaCl solutions having same electrical conductivity of wastewaters. The time-evolution of system
performance parameters was registered and analysed in order to assess the relevant effect of the real feed
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solutions. Also washing procedures were tested in order to highlight their effectiveness in controlling fouling
phenomena, if any.

2. Experimental section
2.1 Wastewater feed solutions
Feed solutions used in this study came from treatment pilot plants at the Department of Civil, Environmental
and Materials Engineering (DICAM) of the University of Palermo (Italy). Table 1 summarizes features of both
wastewaters. The high salinity wastewater was originated in a fish canning industry located at Aspra, Sicily
(Italy). The waste is characterized by high organic load, and because of the high salinity, active granular
sludge biological treatment is preferred compared to the physical and chemical ones (He et al. 2017). In
particular, the wastewater for this study was treated by Corsino et al. (2016) in a Sequence Batch Air Lift
Reactor (SBALR) with an innovative simultaneous nitritation-denitritation technique, which shows a removal
efficiency of Total Nitrogen (TN), COD and BOD over 90%. After this process, a wastewater with about 30 g/L
of salinity is obtained. A post-treatment consisted in cartridge filtration (10 µm) to separate possible remaining
solids, and mild acidification with HCl (4 < pH < 5) to prevent bacteria growth.
The low salinity feed originates from municipal wastewater, and was treated in a Moving-Bed Membrane BioReactor (MB-MBR) pilot plant also located at DICAM. The treated effluent showed very low turbidity and no
post-treatment was required to prepare the waste as feed. Tanks and pipes were suitably covered from light to
prevent algae proliferation.
Table 1: Features of the wastewaters used in this work.
Features
Cations (in ppm)
COD
BOD / Phosphorus
Total Nitrogen
Salinity

High salinity wastewater
Na+ (14,000) K+ (390) Mg2+ (310)
Ca2+ (0)
650 mg/L
450 mg/L (BOD)
80 mg/L
30 g/L

Low salinity wastewater
Na+ (98.4) K+ (22.4) Mg2+ (12.8)
Ca2+ (60.6)
11 mg/L
8 mg/l (Phosphorus)
24 mg/L
0.6 g/L

2.2 Experimental apparatus and procedures
2
The RED stack consisted of 10 cell pairs each having an active membrane area of 0.01 m . Woven spacers
made of polyamide (0.27 mm thick, Deukum GmbH) were interposed between the ionic exchange membranes
(Gurreri et al. 2013), thus forming the channels for the feed solutions.
Ion Exchange Membranes were kindly supplied from FUJIFILM Manufacturing Europe BV (CEM and AEM
Type I), whereas Nafion® CEMs were used as end membranes. A standard pre-conditioning procedure
consisted in keeping IEMs in NaCl 0.5 mol/L for over 24h. Two Ru-Ir oxide-coated Ti electrodes from Magneto
Special Anodes BV were placed in the electrode solution compartments. Electrode Rinse Solution (ERS) had
a final concentration of 0.250 mol/L, with a composition of 0.100 mol/L K3[Fe(CN)6] (Sigma Aldrich), 0.100
mol/L K4[Fe(CN)6].3H2O (Sigma Aldrich) and 0.050 mol/L of ultra-pure sodium chloride (NaCl 99.8%, Sigma
Aldrich). Alkaline aqueous solutions (for backwashing cleaning procedure) was prepared with sodium
hydroxide (solid NaOH > 99%, Sigma Aldrich).
The test rig for the experimental campaign is shown in Figure 1. A co-flow regime was adopted to feed the
stack, by means of two independent peristaltic pumps (Cellai mod. 503U). The ERS reservoir and connecting
pipes were well sealed and covered with aluminium paper to avoid air and light exposure (Scialdone et al.
2012). The ERS was recirculated with a flow rate of 13.5 L/h (peristaltic pump Verderflex R2S). Pressure
gauges (M 40 PA, Cewal) were placed on each channel before entering the stack to measure pressure drops.
A Multimeter Digimaster DM58B measured voltage difference.
Each day fresh samples of feeds were supplied to perform measurements. Besides electrical parameters, also
electrical conductivity of inlet and outlet solutions, and pressure drops at both channels were measured. In
order to maintain an uninterrupted alimentation with wastewaters, right after performing the relevant
measurements a recycling feed-mode was adopted, i.e. the outlet meets the inlet tank. The recycling mode
allowed to continuously feed the stack with the wastewaters, while operating with significantly lower volumes
of waste. Fluid velocities were 1.0 cm/s and 0.5 cm/s for the low and the high salinity feeds, respectively. The
long-run test lasted eight full days, and was partially stopped to perform an alkaline backwashing (pH = 9.6)
when pressure drops were considered too high. Backwashing was applied (i) at inverted flow direction (i.e.
entering from the outlet and exiting from the inlet) and (ii) at high flow rates to help physical unclogging of
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channels. The maximum fluid velocity during the alkaline backwashing was 3 cm/s (corresponding to about
500 ml/min), applied for short times (up to five minutes) between intervals of normal fluid velocities regime, i.e.
1.0 and 0.5 cm/s for the low and high channels, respectively.
An additional six days long-run with artificial NaCl solutions was performed adopting the same procedures to
have a reference case. Artificial solutions were prepared with high purity salt (NaCl 99.8%, Sigma Aldrich),
having final concentrations of 0.01 mol/L and 0.50 mol/L, based on the electrical conductivity of real
wastewaters.

Figure 1: Scheme of the experimental setup. Wastewaters were received after biological treatments in pilot
plants located at DICAM (University of Palermo, Italy).
The experiments were performed based on standard procedures for Reverse ElectroDialysis measurements
presented in literature (Tedesco et al. 2015). The same consisted in measuring the voltage difference at OCV
conditions and at different calibrated external loads (Rext). The polarization curve (not shown for the sake of
brevity) was used to derive stack resistance (RStack), Power density (Pd) and related parameters. More
precisely, when an external load (Rext) is connected in series with the electrode connections of the RED unit, a
current passes through the circuit (Istack) and an electrical potential drop (ΔE) occurs due the internal
resistance of the stack (Rstack), as indicated by equation 1:
∆E = OCV - EStack = IStack ⋅RStack

(1)

Here the Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) is the voltage difference at open circuit conditions. The RED stack
contains N repetitive units, named cell pairs. Each one is composed of a Cation Exchange Membrane (CEM),
a high concentration solution compartment, an Anion Exchange Membrane (AEM) and a low concentration
2
solution compartment. The gross power density (Pd,gross, W/m ) normalized by the cell-pair membrane active
area (A) is given by:
Pd, gross =

2

EStack

(2)

Rext ⋅N⋅A

When considering extrapolation of the operating performance of a lab-scale RED unit to a larger stack piled
with much larger number of cell pairs, the effect of “blank resistance” RBlank (i.e. of the ohmic and non-ohmic
resistances generated in the electrode compartments) becomes negligible. Thus, power density values
measured in small laboratory stacks are typically “corrected” calculating the power potentially generable if the
RBlank were null.
A typical procedure for such correction is based on the subtraction of RBlank from the stack resistance and the
re-calculation of new values of EStack and IStack (Tedesco et al. 2015). The combination of such corrections with
Eq (1) and Eq (2) gives the so-called “corrected power density”, Pd,corr:
Pd,corr =

2

OCV
N⋅A⋅Rext ⋅ 1+

Rstack -R

(3)

blank
Rext

Finally, the power density required for pumping the solutions (Ploss) to the RED unit can be estimated by the
following expression:
Ploss =

∆PHigh ⋅QHigh +∆PLow ⋅QLow
N⋅A

(4)

where ∆P indicates the pressure drop in the high or low concentration compartment and Q the relevant flow
rate. By subtracting the pumping losses to the corrected power density, the corrected net power density,
Pd,net,corr is obtained:
Pd,net,corr =Pd,corr - Ploss

(5)
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3. Results and Discussion
The performance of the RED stack was analysed by following the trends of selected parameters, i.e. stack
resistance (RStack), pressure drops (p) and corrected net power density (Pd,corr,net). For the long-run with
wastewaters, small variations in electrical conductivity were observed between samples used in different days.
In particular, these oscillations have a direct effect on OCV and electrical performance of the RED system,
especially because of the dilute compartment electrical resistance, which is the main contribution to the overall
RStack (especially when very low salinity solutions are used, Veerman et al. 2009). In this sense, the long-run
carried out with artificial solutions of fixed salinity served as reference. The results are organized as follows:
first, a general picture of key parameters is presented; then, system maintenance is discussed; finally, power
output and future outlook is reported.
3.1 RED response to wastewater feeds
One main effect of a continuous feeding of the stack is a progressive increase of pressure drops as
observable in Figure 2A. This occurs also for the artificial solutions case maybe because of air bubbles
accumulating inside the stack. As expected, this increment was more pronounced when wastewaters were
used, with a sharper increase after four days of experiment. A direct way to control pressure drops levels
would be the selection of fluid velocity. The use of high fluid velocities minimizes Concentration Polarization
(CP), yet increasing pressure drops and the relevant pumping power (Pawlowski et al. 2014). Since the
wastewater treatment plants are batch processes, and pressure drops were found to be critic with these
particular feeds, flow rates were kept low. The increase in pressure drops can be explained based on the
composition of the wastewaters, which may contain sub-micro particulate that can be aggregated in the
meshed spacers, leading the channels to become obstructed.
The time-evolution of RStack for both long-runs is shown in Figure 2B. As it can be seen, a practical constant
RStack (7.9 ± 0.4 Ω) was found with the artificial solutions, while it progressively increases in the case of real
wastes. Very likely, remaining pollutants present in wastewaters not only can plug spacer compartments, but
also may react with ion exchange material blocking ion passage, and thus increasing membrane electrical
resistance. Long periods of continuous contact may result in stronger interactions between membranes and
pollutants, which lead to fouling. When stack resistance and pressure drops were considered too high, the
fouling control based on the use of alkaline solutions was performed.
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Figure 2: Time-evolution of (A) pressure drops and (B) stack resistance. Grey curves correspond to artificial
solutions, black curves to real wastewaters.
3.2 Fouling control
In order to reverse fouling and lower pressure drops, a backwashing was implemented on the fifth day. For the
backwashing, it was chosen an alkaline solution based on the presumable organic nature of foulants. The use
of chemical agents is normally applied in the maintenance of industrial ED installations (Garcia-Vasquez et al.
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2016). The backwashing did not succeed in reducing pressure and RStack to their initial values, thereby
suggesting that fouling could not be fully reversible. However, a partial recovery of the initial performance was
observed, as it can be inferred from pressure drops and stack resistance reduction. As shown in Figure 2, the
decrease in pressure drops was the more evident. Such reduction is allegedly due to a physical unclogging of
meshed spacers. RStack decrease is less evident and might be related to a partial removal of foulants from the
membrane surface. Once the long-run with real wastewaters was finished, the RED stack was demounted to
see the aspect of the membranes, observing that anion exchange membranes were dark-brown dyed while
cation exchange membranes did not show perceptible changes at eye-sight inspection. This fact supports the
idea of a predominant organic fouling, which, given the negative charge of organic compounds, selectively
reacts with AEMs.
3.3 Power output
Generated power output was monitored by following the time-evolution of Pd,net,corr according to Eq (5). It
represents a realistic parameter when considering scale-up. The trend is shown in Figure 3, with positive
values for the case with artificial solutions. When using real wastewaters, a positive response was obtained
2
during the first days, with values up to 0.77 W/m , i.e. comparable to those obtained in the long-run with
artificial solutions. After the fourth day, the increment in both pressure drops and stack resistance turned the
balance and gave a negative Pd,net,corr.
The net power was improved after performing the backwashing because of pressure drops decrease, although
it was not enough to give a positive balance. Interestingly, after the backwashing no significant further
detriment of power output was observed up to the end of the long-run.
Notably, a discontinuity is reported for the Pd,net,corr curve as during the backwashing no power can be
produced.

Figure 3: Power output of the two long-runs, according to Eq (5).

4. Conclusions
In this work, the performance of a lab-scale RED unit fed with treated fish wastewater and treated urban
disposal water was analysed. A long-run test of eight days without interruptions was implemented. A positive
power output, which accounts also for pumping losses, was obtained in the first days of experiment. System
performance was dramatically affected by the use of the real wastes, very likely because of the remaining
pollutants and/or sub-micro particulate contained in the wastewaters. Pressure drops was found as the main
detrimental factor, due to a rapid physical clogging of feed spacers. Stack resistance was found also to
increase with time, probably due to a more intimate interaction between pollutants and ion exchange
membranes.
The alkaline backwashing was not enough to fully revert fouling, however, it showed promising results that
should be further investigated. The main positive effect of the backwashing was a significant pressure drops
decrease. Additional beneficial effects could come from a similar RStack reduction. This could be guaranteed by
a more frequent backwashing application to prevent membrane fouling before it is largely produced. In this
sense, also harder cleaning agents (i.e. higher pH solutions), higher temperatures and/or longer cleaning
agent residence time should be tested, with the precaution of not compromising ion exchange membrane
materials.
Overall, besides the negative power balance observed by the end of the long-run, the original set of
experimental data represents a breaking point in the exploration of unconventional wastewater feeds for RED
in a realistic context, highlighting the need of further related studies focused on membrane-fouling control.
Indeed, by implementing RED in the end-process of (suitable) wastewater treatment can give value to an
otherwise discard product.
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